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Abstract. Flood resilience is about the ability of people and places to cope with, recover from and adapt to flooding
in ways that maintain quality of life and identities. In the past UK flood risk management prioritised engineering
solutions to prevent flooding (barriers, walls, etc); today there is greater emphasis on resilience. Cutter et al (2010)
developed a model that describes community resilience capacities/resources in terms of social, institutional,
infrastructure and economic resilience along with community capital. This paper draws on the findings of an

                     2015, which
aimed to enable and stimulate communities to develop innovative local solutions and improve resilience to flooding.
Actions to improve flood infrastructure included installing property resilience measures or setting up community
flood stores providing equipment to deal with emergencies! "   #          
capaci      #                ! $
finds that the development of infrastructure resilience depends on strong relations between community members
%   &    tionships between community organisations and flood management institutions
%    &! "  conclusions discuss the implications for infrastructure schemes in other places.

1 Introduction
Many people, experts and members of the public
alike, have long been of the opinion that more effective
flood risk management means greater investment in
structural flood risk management measures such as
embankments in order to move water away from homes,
workplaces and infrastructure. However, increasing
pressure on public spending has created a new policy
context in the UK, with a shift towards localism and an
emphasis on communities taking ownership of flood risk.
"  '(     )  * -term Investment
Scenarios (2014) report [1] stated that it will never be
cost-effective for Government investment to protect
everyone from flooding.
Between April 2013 - March 2015 Defra (the UK
+    , 
    -   
Rural Affairs) provided funding to support innovative
community flood resilience measures carried out by 13
local authorities across England.
The Flood Resilience Community Pathfinder scheme
was intended to enable and stimulate communities at
significant or greater risk of flooding to work with key
partners to develop innovative local solutions that:
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Each pathfinder developed its own work programme,
made up of a number of work packages focused on
different aspects of resilience, with the focus depending
on the priorities of the lead pathfinder organisation or
local residents, and on the availability of resources (land
and buildings as well as funding). Infrastructure
resilience was the focus for 30 work packages.
a

The scheme was evaluated by Collingwood
Environmental Planning (CEP) and a consortium of
expert project partners. Evaluating policy interventions of
this kind generates valuable information and helps
understand which actions work and are effective.

2 UK flood
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Pathfinders received help in-kind from a range of
partners, such as the Environment Agency, County
Resilience Groups, water companies, fire services and
Council departments. Eight pathfinders contracted the
National Flood Forum (NFF), a national charity dedicated
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conflict - without compromising their long-term
SURVSHFWV´[2]
This definition draws out the multi-dimensional
nature of resilience and highlights the possibility of
transformation of communities so that risks can be better
managed or lived with.
Refining the definition further and thinking more
about community resilience in the context of emergencies
within the UK in particular, the following definition of
community resilience provides a useful articulation of
what the pathfinders were aiming for within their
projects:
³Communities working with local resources
(information, social capital, economic development,
and community competence) alongside local expertise
(e.g. local emergency planners, voluntary sector,
local responders) to help themselves and others to
prepare and respond to, and to recover from
emergencies, in ways that sustain an acceptable level
of community functioning´ [3]
           
         
 
  
    


An important aspect to note is that resilience can be
of different types. Some types of resilience can be
  0  #     
seen as resistance,       , being able to 
/ 
      /! 1  
resilience are  , focusing on the ability to adapt
to new conditions, recognition and ownership of the need
to change or even transformation.
Understanding that there are different approaches to
resilience helps to distinguish different strategies and to
ask questions about the kind of resilience they promote.
This definition also draws attention to the issue of
capacities that exist within communities which provide
the
foundation
for
resilience
within
the
disaster/emergency situation. A number of authors [4 -7]
suggest that communities need a certain set of capacities
or resources or assets that can be drawn upon to address
shocks and stresses.
Five categories of community resilience are
provided within the Cutter et al (2010) paper: social,
economic, institutional and infrastructure resilience,
community capital, as shown in Figure 2. These
categories relate to how communit    %!!
prepare for, withstand, respond to, and recover from)
disasters taking the view that:
³+HUHUHVLOLHQFHLV[seen] as a set of capacities that
can be fostered through interventions and policies,
ZKLFKLQWXUQKHOSEXLOGDQGHQKDQFHDFRPPXQLW\¶V
DELOLW\WRUHVSRQGDQGUHFRYHUIURPGLVDVWHUV´[8]

Figure 1. Location of the flood resilience pathfinders

to supporting and representing communities and
individuals at risk of flooding) and had a member of NFF
staff working in their Council offices on the community
engagement aspects of the project. Working with
communities to create awareness of flood risk and
promote resilience measures was a central part of most of
      /!       
film festivals, community learning events, flood fairs and
online information resources. All of the pathfinders also
developed organisational mechanisms and structures
specifically designed to deal with flood risk, such as
flood action groups or flood wardens.
In the context of this scheme, infrastructure resilience
refers to community and individual flood infrastructure.
Individual infrastructure includes the type of housing and
its inherent resilience (mobile homes and basement flats
are known to be vulnerable to flooding), together with
any measures people might have taken to increase their
  resilience to flooding % 
  &. Community flood infrastructure
includes installations that increase overall resilience
within an area. Some examples from the pathfinders
were community flood stores providing access to basic
equipment for use in flood events (such as high-visibility
jackets and sandbags), rain gauges or measures to
maintain and improve infrastructure such as drains.

3 What is community resilience?
The UK Department for International Development
has a useful definition of disaster resilience as:
³Whe ability of countries, communities and
households to manage change, by maintaining or
transforming living standards in the face of shocks or
stresses - such as earthquakes, drought or violent

2
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Community
resilience
category

Reason for
using indicator

Indicator

IN1:
Housing
style

Temporary and
mobile homes
are less
resilient.

% housing units that are
not bungalows or mobile
homes
(Source: 2010 Census)

IN2:
Shelter
capacity

The availability
of temporary
accommodation
makes it easier
to re-house
flooded people

Units of accommodation
available for displaced
people
(Source: pathfinders)

Number of schools/halls
as designated evacuation
centres within the area of
influence
(Source: pathfinders)
Table 1: Indicators of infrastructure resilience at community
level
IN3:
Recovery

Figure 2 Characteristics of resilient communities

Infrastructure resilience is one of the sub-categories.
For Cutter et al, [9], this is described in three ways: in
relation to the amount of private property that may be
particularly vulnerable to sustaining damage and
economic loss (including mobile homes and basement
properties); in terms of community response and recovery
capacity (e.g. sheltering, vacant rental housing units, and
healthcare facilities); and the existence of critical
infrastructure such as road networks which allow for
evacuation before an event as well as access for supplies
and assistance for recovery.
These aspects of infrastructure resilience are
generic to disasters and emergencies of all kinds. The
pathfinder infrastructure measures tended to focus on
increasing resilience to specific flood risks and impacts,

Evacuation
centres provide
a safe place for
people to go
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Table 2: Household survey: infrastructure resilience questions.
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³As each location is dealt with individually, this
engenders high level of ownership from the
community in question, but it also takes time as
separate meetings are needed to site and set up each
gauge. Also land ownership permission is needed
which can cause further delays.´[15]
1 
  
$   
  (
³The support of the projects on local community
rainfall monitoring and telemetry systems, to provide
triggers for community level response has also proved
successful. The learning from this aspect of the
project has been shared within our organisation, as it
shows that communities often have a range of flood
risks, from rivers to surface water, which they need to
respond to and which may require different triggers.
These triggers could be the Environment Agency
Flood Warning Service but also may be supplemented
by a locally managed trigger for surface water
flooding from their rain gauge.´ [16]
1   $     
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³It was unclear who had responsibility for the flood
store so the placing of it was delayed. The community
had taken account of the flood risk to the store
through procedures while professionals wanted it out
of the risk area. It almost resulted in the resignation
of the whole JURXS´ [17]
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³Trying to convey to homeowners that they need to
maintain the pumps and other PLP measures in order
to keep resilient and safe, and to continue to keep
aware of maintenance aspect, is a learning
issue.³7!!8
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³Recent experience has shown that small deficiencies
in a range of infrastructure can make a significant
difference both to the risk of flooding itself but
particularly the speed at which both individual
householders and communities as a whole can
respond. This is especially important in rapid
response catchments.´ 7!.8
Q 
 $        
       
To what extent did the pathfinders succeed in
building infrastructure resilience in their
communities?
+          
         (
³Full survey done by flood group to plot all drains /
culverts. [These are] Checked / cleared on a regular
basis. One of our members has been on a course for
this purpose. Through above work of flood group,
parish council now able to work with Highways and
South West Water on vital village drainage with more
informed knowledge and experience.´[13]
2     $   

          (
³At a practical level, screens will be replaced. This is
something the residents have wanted for a long-time
but only the weight of the flood group gave them a
voice that was heard by Thames Water.´ [14]
1          
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General
issue
Language
Barrier
Cultural
Challenges

Priorities
and Shift
Work

Property
Ownership

³in addition to the initial capital cost, rain gauge
equipment also incurs an annual subscription and
maintenance cost which was seen as a potential
burden to local communities.´ [19]
 -
       
Q          $ 
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$            
  

Challenge
x Residents unable to read initial letters.
x Residents unable to communicate on
doorstep.
x Challenge engaging with lone female
residents within some cultures.
x Female residents keen to have surveys
but not when husband not present.
x Residents reluctant to take time off
work for surveys.
x Residents do not know times they are
available in advance.
x Residents rarely available during
standard hours for engagement.
x Residents did not feel responsible for
council or rental properties.

6 Community capital and institutional
resilience: key pieces in the resilience
jigsaw
Community capital and infrastructure resilience

x Residents suspicious of our activity /
assume trying to sell products,
especially when they have not
experienced flooding first hand.
x Residents unwilling to work with
Other
council directly for fear of
Challenges
consequences e.g. reporting illegally
constructed buildings or multiple
occupancies.
 *       
      &    

Financial
Implications
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for
building
infrastructure resilience
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Institutional and infrastructure resilience
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WUHQG WR µOHVV¶ UDWKHU WKDQ µPRUH¶ SDUWLFLSDWLRQ DV
compared to the WFD >:DWHU )UDPHZRUN 'LUHFWLYH@´
[28]. In this context, it seems important to provide
examples of the benefits of engaging affected
communities, in aspects such as improving the
effectiveness of local infrastructure.
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³The project had initially planned for CFLAG
[Chesham Flood Action Group] to create an
emergency flood plan and subsequently take part in a
flood response training exercise. However, CFLAG
felt they would rather concentrate on improving
infrastructure and its flood resilience as a priority,
and the group was supported further in achieving
their own aims.´ [24]
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7 Conclusions and transferability
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